Holmer says this is the most deviant of the Warrego-Burdekin languages he has yet studied. He has collected enough to describe in more detail than other languages in the area. (Aguas' comment in 'RLS' that Wirri is really Gangulu, 96.1b, is incorrect and should be deleted).

Nothing new except an early reference to a mention by Gibson, and the vocabulary by Bridgeman and Bucas in 'AR', No. 147, is of Yuwibara (not, as incorrectly stated in 'RLS', of Gungabula) (GB)

Nothing fresh.

Sutton, Holmer and Tsunoda have collected the remnants of this language. Sutton contacted informants of both coastal and hinterland dialects. Tsunoda gathered enough for an outline morphology from one who knows it as a second language and three who know fragments.

'aboriginal man': bama (Tsunoda); mari or bama (PS)